Viable triplet pregnancy coexisting with a complete molar pregnancy
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Gestational trophoblastic disease is a proliferative disorder of trophoblastic cells. In our case an 11 weeks pregnant patient who turned up for medical evaluation due to mild vaginal bleeding and diarrhea, was diagnosed with triplet viable fetuses along with a complete molar pregnancy after a cycle of timed intercourse and clomiphene citrate stimulation. The risks of a singleton molar pregnancy are well known and include: Severe vaginal bleeding, hyperthyroidism and thyroid storm, early onset preeclampsia and hysterectomy. In addition, persistent trophoblastic disease and chemotherapeutic treatment is also a known risk even after evacuation of the pregnancy. The incidence of these same risks, increase dramatically with every additional fetus alongside the mole. After literature review and from our experience we assumed a higher theoretical risk for pregnancy complications and PTD for our patient.
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